In this paper we present a multiple antenna system for industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM)-hand transmission (MASI). The hardware demonstrator was developed and realized at our institute. It enables multiple input multiple output (M1MO)-communication applications and is capable to transmit arbitrary signals using 8 transmit and 8 receive antennas in parallel. It operates in the 2.4 GHL ISMhand. The hardware concept is introduced and some design specifications are discussed. As an application example, we will focus on one specific class of transmit diversity schemes: orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBC). Channel and carrier offset estimation are essential tasks in coherent receivers. However, they are also some kind of error sources due to the imperfectness of the employed algorithm. We will show by simulation and measurement results, that OSTBC based systems are more sensitive to channel estimation errors and/or carrier frequency offsets than conventional single transmit antenna systems. The consequence is that the diversity gain decreases significantly in the case of estimation errors.
INTRODUCTION
One impetus to built a MIMO hardware demonstrator is that the assumptions made about real channels may he incorrect, and the behavior of MIMO systems should he investigated under realistic conditions. Therefore it is sufficient to transmit and receive over a real channel and process the received data offline at the workstation environment. This basic idea routs in [ l ] where a single antenna system was realized at the University of Bremen. Furthermore, offline processing significantly reduces the complexity of the simulator. In contrast to a realtime simulator [2] , which is based on suboptimal frontend processing (due to strict timing constraints in connection with limited performance of DSP chips), this concept has enabled us to freely investigate optimal and suboptimal algorithm implementations. On the other hand, we do not claim to substitute a MIMO channel sounder. A channel sounder is a high accurate measurement system to precisely acquire the (MIMO) channel parameters. This requires extraordinary effort on e.g. calibrated and synchronized time bases at the transmitter and receiver, highly linear frontend amplifiers, and calibrated antenna arrays. In contrast, the objective of our demonstrator is to evaluate MIMO algorithms under nonidealized environments deploying common hardware components. Moreover, thanks to selectable frontend processing we can handle arbitrary radio interface standards, such as single carrier, multicarrier and spread spectrum MIMO systems.
HARDWARE CONCEPT
The top-level system is diagrammed in Fig. 1 . At the workstation environment in-phase and quadrature (YQ) data, e.g. Hiperlad2 or UMTS frames, are generated by the simulation system of choice. The impulse shaping is done in the digital domain. The data is scaled and quantized to meet the hardware demonstrator concerns and finally stored into a file. Due to its wide distribution the USB interface is chosen to connect the hardware demonstrator with the workstation. To transfer the VQ data via the USB interface we use a customized application software which allows us to set several parameters, like sample rate (from external or internal clock), local oscillator (LO) frequency tuning value and assignment of data files to corresponding antennas. Furthermore, in a Matlah environment we can directly access the demonstrator by calling a Matlah function. This is useful for fully automated measurements. Inside the demonstrator the IIQ data is stored into digital buffers which are addressed in a circular manner: the increment pointers for memory accesses wrap to the beginning of the buffer when its end is reached. The currently addressed VQ words are fed to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), whose analog baseband output signals drive the radio frequency (RF) stage, which performs up-conversion to the desired RF frequency hand. At the receiver, the RF passband signal is down-convened to the complex baseband and undergoes analog-todigital conversion. A snapshot is stored into a digital buffer. Because frame synchronization is not implemented in hardware the receive buffer has doubled length of the transmit buffer to ensure that at least one complete frame is captured. The sample rate is adjustable up to 80 MHa and may be chosen from a set of intemally predefined frequencies or an external source. The request for extensibility of the hardware demonstrator led to a full modular architecture; for each antenna the connected transmitter or receiver hardware has its own plug-in module (see Fig. 2 ). The digital clock and LO signal is provided to all modules by a central clock base to ensure inter module synchronization of sample rate and cmtier phase.
Low cost software radios are the main driver for mcdern radio architectures (univcrsal receivers that can accommodate many different standards). Consequently, this type of receiver gains increased attention. An all digital receiver performs all its operations in the digital domain, except the frontend baseband translation and anti-aliasing filtering. Its ADC sampling clock is not synchronized to the lransmitter symbol clock. Therefore, many analog components, such
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\*, Thus, it can be smaller, more robust, and less expensive. However, as a fixed sampling clock is used which is not synchronized to the transmitter clock, symbol timing and carrier recovery have to be accomplished in the digital domain. In order to reduce analog component count in the RF stage the direct conversion (or homodyne) architecture is implemented, which performs passband to baseband translation and vice versa directly without I F stages. Traditionally the direct conversion architecture was considered impractical due to severe realization problems. So far, it was hardly possible to fulfill all requirements like exceptionally linear LNA and mixer circuits, as well as the LO isolation resulting in a lower sensitivity compared to heterodyne receivers [3] . However, recent advances in chip technology enabled robust direct conversion frontends. The chip-level structure of the receiver and transmitter modules is given by block diagrams (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). 
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE: ORTHOGONAL SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODES
Often transmit diversity techniques are investigated in highly idealized simulation environments. In the following we will discuss the so called orthogonal space-time blockcodes (OS-TBC) under more realistic conditions, including channel estimation and camer offset estimation which are essential Fig. 4 . Block diagram of apansmitter module tasks in coherent receivers. However, they are also some kind of error sources due to the imperfectness of the employed algorithm. Alamouti [4] discovered a remarkable transmit diversity scheme for transmission with two antennas. This scheme supports maximum-likelihood detection based only on linear processing at the receiver and is able to achieve full diversity provided by the number of transmit and receive antennas. The input symbols to the ST block encoder are divided into groups of two symbols each {SI, sa}. At a given symbol period, s1 and -s; are transmitted from antenna 1 and 2, respectively, and at the consecutive symbol period, s2 and s; are transmitted from antenna 1 and 2, respectively. Let hl and ha be the channel coefficients from the first and second transmit antennas, respectively. It is assumed that h l and hz are constant over two consecutive symbol periods. In conlrast to a single transmit antenna system, the loss of orthogonality due to a (residual) frequency offset leads to magnitude variations. To verify these results, we did some indoor measurements in the 2.4 GHz ISM band at the University of Bremen, using the multiple antenna system.
A burst of 1024 QPSK modulated data symbols was sent.
The comparison of one simulated and three measured signal constellations with channel estimation and frequency offset is depicted by Fig. 5 . In addition, symbol error rate simulations were conducted (see Fig. 6 ). Each frame consisted of 1024 data symbols and a preamble of 256 pilot symbols. The phase change from symbol to symbol was fixed to rier frequency offset and the symbol duration, respectively.
The transmit power was normalized to 1. In case of the 64-QAM OSTBC transmission scheme the increased symbol error rate due to CFO is evidently. At a symbol error rate of 0.01 there is nearly no diversity gain available, furthermore, the performance of the OSTBC scheme can be worse than the conventional scheme with 1 transmit antenna for higher signal-to-noise ratios. It can be concluded, that the simulation results confirm the sensitivity of OSTBC based systems against phase errors. The 1 transmit antenna scheme exhibits nearly the same performance with and without carrier frequency offset (CFO), whereas the OSTBC scheme shows a strong increased symbol error rate in the case of CFO. The transmit power was normalized to I. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a very flexibly low cost measurement system which allows the testing of nearly all MIMO communications setups currently under discussion. Arbitrary signals can be generatcd and transmitted in real time. However, the oftline concept significantly reduces the complexity of the demonstrator.
As an application example, the influences of carrier frequency offsets, or, more gencral, phase errors including phasc jitter and phase noise, on a system with transmit diversity scheme according to Alamouti were discusscd. Signal constellation diagrams illustrates the effects of carrier frequency offsets. Additionally, measurements in the 2.4 GHz ISM band verify the theoretical results. The mathematical formulation reveals, that the orthogonality of the OSTB coding scheme is lost, which makes it more sensitive to phase errors compared to a single transmit antenna system. This was also shown by means of symbol error rate simulations.
